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MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF THE NUCLEAR TEMPERATURE 
COEFFICIENT IN FAST REACTORS 
SUMMARY 
In this report ve describe a Monte Carlo program 
Por the calculation of the nuclear temperature coeffi-
cient for fast reactors» The special difficulties for 
this problem are the energy and space dependence of 
the cross sections and the calculation of differential 
effects. These difficulties are discussed in detail 
and the way for their solution chosen in this program 
is described. 
A second report vill contain the results of the 
numerical calculations and their interpretation. 
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A. Statement of the problem 
We vant to calculate the nuclear temperature coeffi­
cient of a fast reactor vith the Monte Carlo method, The 
reactor considered consists of thin fuel needles (about 
3 mm diameter) arranged in a square lattice (lattice pitch 
about 4 mm) cooled vith sodium. The temperature distribu­
tion in a fuel element has approximately a parabolic shape 
(e.g. 500°C at the surface, 1000eC in the center of the 
fuel element). A small variation of this temperature dis­
tribution gives rise to a change in the multiplication 
factor of the reactor. We try to find some information 
about the relation connecting a change in the temperature 
distribution vith the corresponding change in the multi­
plication factor. 
To express this problem suitable for Monte Carlo cal­
culation ve proceed as follovs : let Ν fission neutrons 
start in the reactor. During moderation some of these Ν 
fission neutrons get absorbed and others generate nev fis­
sion neutrons. Divide the energy axis in small energy in­
tervals Λ SJ and denote by N. the number of fission neu­
trons produced in the energy interval JE.. The sum Τ Ν. 
gives us the total number of fission neutrons produced, 
vhere the summation has to be extended over all energy in­
tervals«, The multiplication factor is then defined by s 
If ve change the temperature distribution and ve let 
again start Ν fission neutrons ve shall get another value 
for the multiplication factor : r» = {l/NJ2Nl· T h e c h a n~ 
ge in I is then given by : c 
ju = r· - r ={I/NJ2J(NJ - N ±) =JI/NJ T J N . 
­ 7 ­
It turns out (1) that ve have an appreciable change 
¿ N. only in an energy range belov some value E . So the 
summation in Δ E needs only to be·extended over the ener­
gy intervals­ beloV Β » Thus ve can vrite : 
o 
vhere ve introduced the number of neutrons Ν sloving dovn 
belov Β . This expression tells us hov to proceed for the 
calculation of Λ Τ : 
31) Let Ν fission neutrons start and calculate the number 
ΜΛ of these neutrons vhich slov dovn belov ΕΛ (this o o 
gives us the factor Ν /Ν). 
3 2) Let Ν neutrons start vith an energy vithin a collision 
interval around E and follov these neutrons through 
moderation counting hereby the produced fission neu­
trons . 
S3) Change temperature distribution and 
34) Do the same as in 32) for the changed temperature dis» 
tribution. 
The calculation of the quantity (N /N) of 31) is 
straightforward adn a description of the program for doing 
this vill not be given here. So ve tak© the necessary pro­
bability for a fission neutron to slow below BQ (S = NQ/ M) 
as given and turn to the study of how to perform ρ the re­
maining statements S2, S3 and S4° 
B· Specific difficulties of the program 
We consider first the specific difficulties of oui? 
program vhich are common to the three subprograms S2, S3 
and 34. 
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o( ) Energy dependence of the cross sections 
Fundamental for all Monte Carlo applications in 
neutron physics is the knowledge of the cross sections. 
In our case (energy range belov E·, about 50 Kev) ve 
are in the unluchy situation that ve have only a sta­
tistical description of the behaviour of the cross 
section» This means that all the resonance parameters, 
necessary to calculate the (Breit-Wigner) shape of the 
cross-section curves are distributed according to dis­
tribution functions. We have to choose from these 
distribution functions for a special resonance : 
1) the position E 
2) the spin of the compound nucleus J 
3) the vidth T9 £or the reaction (n,x) ( y-absorption, 
fission, inelastic scattering, resonance scattering). 
Λ) Space dependence of the cross sections 
Let us decide for a set of values for the quanti­
ties E , J, 7^. Then ve can calculate the cross sec­
tion near the resonance out of the Breit-Wigner formu­
las if ve know the temperature Τ of the material. Pro­
vided with this information we can calculate the proba­
bilities for the different kinds of reactions at a col­
lision point. But as stated in section A we have a 
spatial temperature distribution in the fuel element 
and this results in a spatial dependence of the cross 
sections. 
Ζ ) Differential effects 
If we take for the moment the problems mentioned 
under (A) and /$ ) to be solved, we are still confronted 
with another difficulty inherent to our program : 
- 9 -
The calculation of the multiplication factor I can 
now be done. The value of K is provided with a statis­
tical error. We only can say that the real value of 
the multiplication factor lies in a small interval ς)Κ 
around Κ : X - <S" Κ. 
If we make next the calculation of the multiplica­
tion factor for the changed temperature distribution we 
shall find another value K'. This value K· will usually 
lie in the range Τ - à Κ so that we may not simply per­
form the difference K· ­ I to find the real value of 
I. These unavoidable statistical fluctuations of re­
sults in Monte Carlo calculations force us therefore to 
invent a special method for the calculation of diffe­
rential effects. 
C. Energy dependence of the cross sections 
We take the cross section in the neighbourhood of 
the res mance energy E of a compound nucleus of total 
spin J ^ o be described by the doppler­broadened Breit­
Wigner formula. The cross section for the reaction 
(n,x) is then given by : 
7T 
^ " ) « '»oc "ZT 
and for the. d i f f e r e n t p a r t s of the s c a t t e r i n g cross sec­
t i o n 
e r - iW CL + *Μ+%< »•β Xwé f . * 
we have 
À C * Çtft · Φ (we include only neu­*&o VT\^ t rons with o r b i t a l an­gular momenta £ = 0,1) 
­ I O ­
CS" *~ φ (ζψ-'tj 
%U ¿ * o 
v i t h : 
71= X 71*. 
*,1 
Τ ­y­ / + / ' 
t ^ 3 7 + J-
2Γ- Ζ 2-
À — Σ fZ-«ì 
*,Λ 
3 - Τ ^ ZT^y /3~~«>c*>o> 
*>4 
c - Σ τ:*; o>~cQ 
*,i 
(I = spin of the 
target nucleus) 
The functions <p and ^ are given by 
- o->f/** _J__ jx 
*+ x·^ 
?= 
/ -
*- .^ 5. ƒ e" ^ ' ^ -i/F? 
-^> 4 + X* 
o/K 
and are transformed with χ = tg ζ into 
e- ¿κ 
­ 11 ­
o 
for numerical integration with Simpson's Kule. 
In appendix 1 we give a simple derivation for the 
Breit­Wigner formulas as used in our program. 
The l~\ti U' ""*/ are calculated in the simplified 
theory of Blatt­Weisskopf. So we put : 
and take the L·^^ to be independent of j. 
For v, we need only the values for 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 . 
■¡λ ^ k = — ·) K = nuclear radius 
The «/^  are given for 1 = 0, 1 by : (/¿= ^ΑΛ, 
£* ÅR- o^l^Åll 
So far ve have only collected the necessary formulas 
used in the program. The next task is to fix the values 
for all the parameters. This is now the point where we 
have to enter statistics. Without going into the theory 
of the statistical distribution functions for the nu­
clear parameters (2), we show what calculations are done 
for the program. 
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o The reduced, neutron width l„ is picked out of a 
chisquare distribution (see appendix 2) with one degree 
of freedom and the mean value : 
with \ £ / as the mean level spacing for a compound 
nucleus of total spin J in the energy range of Ε , The 
energy and spin dependence of ^ S ^ is taken from (2). 
77 
The 'y- width's are assumed to be independent 
fo Er and J and are taken to be 0.033 ¿~ev_J7 for U235 
and 0.028 /fev_7 for U23 8. 
The 'f width is assumed to be independent of fr 
for U23 5 and zero in the energy range considered for 
U238. The energy dependence of 7t for U23 5 is taken 
from (2). 
The position of the resonance energy E nearest to 
the neutron energy is found in the following way : 
The distance S between two neighbouring resonances 
is distributed according to a chisquare distribution 
with a certain number V of degree of freedom and cer­
tain mean value <S> . ( » = 8 for U235, *= 10 for 
U238, the energy dependence of <S> „ is taken from 
(2))o So we pick a value S out of the corresponding 
distribution function (for U235 resp. U238) and identi­
fy the point ƒ S on S with E, where / is a random num-
ber uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 
Then we make the assumption that only the resonance 
nearest to E is responsible for the cross sections for 
the energy E. So we neglect the overlapping of two or 
more resonances. 
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Once the position of the resonance is fixed, we 
have to determine the spin Jf of the compound nucleus. 
This is done by the assumption that the total 
level structure is a random superposition of the levels 
due to the different J's. So the total level density 
w is given by : 
w = Z * J 
The additional assumption that w, is proportional 
to (2J + 1) gives us the distribution function for the 
values of J by : ι = 22 p(j) vith p(J) = (2J + 1)/ 
Σ (2r + D . 
r 
Nov we are provided vith ali the details to calcu­
late the cross section. Actually we proceed as follows: 
1) choose the position of the nearest resonance for the 
different isotopes present (U235 and U238 in this 
case) 
2) choose the spin J of the compound nucleus 
3) choose U* (J, Ep) 
4) calculate the parameters for the cross sections and 
the cross sections themselves. 
D. Space dependence of the cross sections 
The Breit­Wigner formula tells us that we have with 
increasing temperature a decrease of the cross section 
in the center of the resonance and an increase of the 
cross section in the wings of the resonance shape. 
Now remember that we have a parabolic shape of the 
temperature distribution inside a fuel rod. So if we 
move from the surface towards the center of the rod we 
have an increase of temperature and therefore an in­
crease (ór decrease) of the cross section. This leads 
- Hf -
us to the assumption that we could approximate the real 
spatial dependence of the cross section also by a para­
bolic shape. This assumption opens the possibility to 
treat the travelling of neutrons inside a rod to a good 
deal by analytical methods. We put : 
2L(p)~ ^e Kb 
where ƒ> is the distance of the point in question from 
the axis of the rod. The constants a and b are found 
by putting /° = 0 (center of the rod) resp. ρ = R (sur­
face of the rod) to be : 
¿. ΣΟ j *-[*'*)-*'*!/** 
Now consider a neutron flying in the rod. Let the 
neutron start from the point tC» (in the rod) in the 
direction 4*· . The number M(S) of mean free path's ne­
cessary for the neutron to pass the geometrical distance 
s is defined by : 
s 
Μ(ε) » J Σ ¿>.+ Ή. έ) J& 
ο 
We denote the projection of the point £*Ό+**£) in 
the X-Y plane by ¿*J+ +*■' é') and write the integral : 
& S 
° o 
If we normalize *·» to unity : Λ*' = 1, we can 
use the relations 
and transform the integral once more to : 
s' 
­ 15 ­
Evaluation of the integral gives : 
vith : ^ 
A *. +. *%v%.7" ¿*/A*JJ 
The application of this result in the Monte Carlo 
program goes as follows (see fig. 1 for geometrical vi­
sualization) : 
A neutron starts from the point iC» (inside the 
rod) in the direction **-. We give the neutron a number 
of mean free path, let us say X , and we look where the 
neutron makes its next collision. To find this next 
collision­point we first calculate the distance D from 
the starting point up to the crossing point of the 
flying line (in the direction <*») with the surface of 
the rod. To travel this distance the neutron would 
need M(D) mean free paths. If this number of mean free 
path M(D) necessary to leave the rod is smaller than 
the number of mean free path χ given, the neutron 
leaves the rod and continues its flight outside the rod 
and has yet still X ­ M(D) mean free paths available. 
But i£ M(D) > X. , then the neutron makes its 
next collision inside the fuel rod and we have to find 
the geometrical distance s from the starting point 
to the collision point (in the direction ­*v ) out of 
the equation : 
ΛΛ (Ü s X 
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This equation is solved upon s within the program 
by an iteration method. If s is found out of this 
equation then the collision point is determined by : 
«r- tfVf A%.S 
E. Differential effects 
The fundamental ideas leading to a solution of this 
problem are well described in the article about Monte 
Carlo methods by H. Kalos and Goertzl (3). But for con­
venience we would like to explain the situation for our 
special case. We remember that we have to follow NQ 
fission neutrons through their life and to compute th· 
multiplication factor I. Then we have to change the 
temperature distribution somewhat and to calculate Σ 
again to find another value, for instance I», which can 
lie within the range of the statistical error of I. 
How does this statistical error arise and what can we 
do about it when concentrating on differential effects ? 
Let us picture the life of one fission neutron in 
phase space. We obtain a certain path L in this space. 
Under all possible pathes this one selected path L 
appears with a probability P(L). If we denote by I(L) 
the value for the multiplication factor found in the 
Monte Carlo calculation for this path, then the mean va­
lue for I can be expressed by : 
κ- Σ^ί1*) Ka¿>j 
where we have to sum over all possible pathes consistent 
with the physical situation. 
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In the actual calculation we sum only over N 
pathes picked out of the distribution P(L). This finite 
sampling procedure is the reason for the fluctuations 
of the calculated quantity I. 
If we now change the physical situation somewhat 
(by changing for instance the temperature distribution) 
we find a changed probability distribution for the 
pathes L. The expression for the multiplication factor 
I (mean value) reads now : 
t 
We have for the difference : 
which can be written : 
C*) 
¡r » 7.7>a¿) ΔΚ » Γ tííí* KCL,)- KCL,') ( i <pao J 
As we can only average over a finite set of neu­
tron pathes, we have two possibilities to calculate 4K, 
according to formula A or B. 
Formula A means : <*) pick Ν pathes out of P'(L) and 
form Κ« 
/I) pick Ν pathes out of P(L) and 
form Τ 
/­) subtract F' ­ ? to obtain «41 
Formula Β means : pick Ν pathes out of P(L) and form 
For an infinite set of pathes (A) and (B) would 
naturally give the same result. This is no more valid 
for a finite Ν but in this case we get a smaller vari­
ance for Δ ΊΓ if we sample due to the scheme of formula 
B. 
18 -
So we follow formula (B) and play the game dicta­
ted by P(L) for the unchanged situation. This means 
in our case that we have to take the same set of neu­
tron pathes in geometrical space for the unchanged 
and changed reactor. If we do so, we sample with a 
wrong distribution function for the collision points 
in the changed case. To correct for this we must mo­
di Py the weight of the neutron between two collisions 
in the changed reactor. This modification of the 
weight is expressed by the factor 'P'/'Pin formula (B) . 
The correction factor can easily be determined. 
Consider N neutrons starting at τΓό in the di­
rection Mr . In the unchanged case (index zero) 
_ t/.*:S) 
neutrons would make the first collision in ds, where 
S 
t(tc9ls)=. j'Σ. Cf. + ***) J* * 
o 
number of mean free paths necessary to reach the point 
iC» «f„ + **$ . in the changed case (index one) we 
would have 
collisions in ds. 
19 -
If we sample in the changed case with the distri-
bution function for the unchanged case we would have 
N collisions instead of N.. So we provide each inco-
ming neutron with a weight g in such a way that : 
N „ g = N1 which gives us : 
As we have no change of the number of mean free 
path in the moderator, we have 
Jt =- 2: íns^}- n*M^ 
where we have to sum over all those pieces s· of the 
way between two collisions which lie in fuel rods. 
The program makes the necessary calculations as 
follows : 
1) two neutrons are started from the same point in the 
same direction with the same energy and the same 
weight 
2) the next collision is found by picking from the 
transport kernel for the unchanged case 
3) the difference in the number of mean free path 
for the two cases is calculated 
4) the neutron Ή« running for the unchanged case 
enters the next collision point with the weight as 
it left the last collision point 
5) the neutron Ή^ running for the changed case enters 
the next collision point with the weight as it left 
the last collision point multiplied with the factor: 
­ 20 ­
The change of the weight's at the collision point 
itself is treated according to : 
C) the neutron n (entering with W ) leaves the colli­
sion with W© ^t/^^.and leaves back the portion 
Ν*/·¿'i*./2Γr )Φ as absorbed weight. The neutron n. 
(entering with W..) leaves the collision point with 
SJAC^XÍ^T)^ and leaves back the portion \JA £Z"*./^./t 
as absorbed weight. 
Analogue correction factors, as for the geometri­
cal distribution function, have to be applied as soon 
as one samples after a wrong distribution function. 
In our program we made use of this fact when choosing 
the isotope that scatters the neutron and when termi­
nating the histories by Russian Roulette. In both 
cases we sample with distribution functions for the 
unchanged case and correct by weight factors for the 
changed case. 
- 21 -
Appendix 1 
Derivation of the Breit-Wigner formulas 
as used in this report 
(we neglect parity factors) 
Consider a neutron of orbital angular momentum 1 and 
spin s (= l/2) moving towards a target nucleus with spin I. 
s and I combine to the channel spin S. The energy E of the 
neutron may lie near an energy value E which would lead to 
a resonance level of the compound nucleus, where this level 
may belong to a spin J of the compound nucleus. If the two 
angular momenta 1 and S add up to J, then the neutron feels 
the resonance and if they do not add up to J then the neu-
tron does not feel the resonance and makes no resonance reac-
tion. In this case it suffers only potential scattering. We 
denote the range of 1, S values in which they can combine to 
J by A (see fig. 2). If 1 and S lie outside of this range, 
the neutron suffers only potential scattering. Let P(l,s/j) 
be the probability that the two angular momenta 1 and S add 
up to J ? 
7» a, s /*;- ve?, s /§j ?(*, s /f) 
_ <JW ¿?f/ ws 
Let 0(l,S/j) be the probability that the two angular mo-
menta do not add up to J. If 1 < <*. (see fig. 2) then 
- 22 -
If 1 φ d then : $(*, &/?J= £ 
We can now wr i t e for the cross s ec t ions : 
■V/V^ i ? / j ) r /e/tvszf ) w n e r e **<* means reso­fi­ /efat£s)~ / ¡ï**' *rT/ b L c /¿-ι T,7, C*J nane e c ross s ec t i on for * ¿ γ J* the r e a c t i o n (η,χ) 
and for the scattering cross section : 
where 1» and S» denote the angular momenta of the outgoing 
channel. 
We separate from the scattering cross section the term 
with 1 ■ 1» and S = S' because this gives rise to interferen­
ce scattering and we write : 
<? Cefa*,)- zmrWrCBtAïï,**)+ Σ W.rM*m (*t*U£-,*'*') * * AT ftrwr) 
The Breit Wigner formula for the different partial cross 
sections reads : 
"*'* l fe-t ) ¿ + f-v)*· 
t τι 7 t.¿ t h i g ftold3 a l s o f o r the resonance s c a t ­
t e r i n g for the case 
(1,S) ¿ ( l ' , S ' ) 
­ 23 ­
This last term can be evaluated to lead to an additional 
resonance scattering : 
**" a-^f (IT)1 
the interference cross section : 
%^ 
and a part of the potential cross section : 
'Pot 
We insert these expressions in our general formula for 
the scattering cross section and obtain for the first term : 
* * ta "* *>* *<y 
Mow we remember that : 
■f,y Jt r 
Inserting thi3 and the explicite expression for P(l,S/j) 
gives us the following results for the different cross sec­
tions : 
Resonance reaction cross section : 
rft/^X^-^4- _£«5»_i χ *,r 4f<z+') r ν j+χΐ 
- 2k -
Resonance s c a t t e r i n g cross s e c t i o n : 
¡f 
Interference s c a t t e r i n g cross sec t ion 
Potential scatter ing cross sect ion : 
B-E-^ Ζ *>-* w)*¿4. ** ρ,ζ 
As we restrict ourselves only to values of 1 = 0,1 we 
have no transitions of the kin^L(l,S) >(l'»s') vith 
(l,S / 1· S») because of parity conservation. In this case 
we need only consider the (l,S) = (l',S·) terms in the summa­
tion of the resonance scattering cross section. 
By introducing 
k* **+< 
¿(ΛΣ-f*) V 
with ~P «■ J2f73 C-^ Jj} v e decide for the f ina l formulation : 
& x ~ Sec n y 
now spec ia l i z ing for 
J yf the 1,S = l ' , S ' term 
5 " - &OC 
' H 0 r r / 7 j j. ν } 
%-i" 5 ". ^ X ' 
­ 25 ­
where we have introduced : 
(we turn from the summation over 1 and S to the summation 
over 1 and j ,+/ ¿+z 
2"-- ^¡r 21 > Ζ ^ Ζ ^ 
If the summation is extended only up to 1 = 1, we write : 
.71 « * 7?. * / ^ 
(f*^  «77· *^V¿ + /A 71* ^eÇ 
These formulas applied to U235 (I = 7/2) and U238 ( 1 = 0 ) 
lead explicitely to the following set of values for the para­
meters o( and A : 
As 
dent 
T7 > 
■ of j 
Σ^ -
* , / > 
i£ 
, we 
Ζ 
*=/J-
ι indepen­
have 
Τ7* 
if 
• * 
Ζ 
«'­ lï-Zf 
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U235 J 
<x 
l· 
2 
0 
1 
3 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
5 
0 
1 
U238 J 
* 
z 1 
1/2 
1 
1 
3 / 2 
0 
1 
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Appendix 2 
Chisquare distribution 
The chisquare distribution of n degree of freedom and 
mean value <s> is defined by : 
n _ 1 n.s 
n 2 <s> Γφ 2,<3> 
Ρ (s) ds is the probability that the random variable s lies 
in the interval ds around s. 
The transformation 
leads to the distribution function for the random variable χ : pnW dx = a^Vft) X 
x £ 
We pick a value for the random variable χ out of this dis· 
tribution with the routine described in (2) and find the va­
lue for the random variable s through : 
s η 
­ 28 ­
ι · V f 
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l- ¿ 
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Pig. 1 J geometrical situation for a collision in a 
fuel rod 
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Let A be the range in the (l,S) plane, where (1,S) can 
add up toj1 
In our .case S is bounded between two extreme values 
S„J« =» I I­S I and S , s I I + S I so that the region A m m ' ι max ι | 
looks like 
J 
'~*< 
0—v~ 
i\ 
Λ 
y y y 
,* 
S 1 
I 
1 
I 
I Γ \ / ' ! , 
ι ■-** r > 
/^ 
/ 
i Λ 
Fig. 2 : geometrical representation for the range A in which 
1 and S can add up to 9e 
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